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DAY 26 – Phobias and Fear of Danger 

Key Topics: 

 You are the dreamer of your dream 
 Miracles are the result of a shift in perception 
 God cannot take your fear away 
 The origin of fear 
 Kick-start the healing process 

You are the dreamer of your dream 

When you are afraid, it is important to turn to God as quickly as you remember to do so, and 

ask for help. Remind yourself that you are looking at the effects of your misperceptions. You are 

not looking at the truth. You must understand that you are the dreamer of your dream, before 

the Holy Spirit can intervene on your behalf. If you believe that the world is happening to you, 

as we discussed before, then the Holy Spirit must wait until you change your mind. If you 

declare that the world is happening to you, then you are also asserting that power is outside  

of you, and this is a denial of your True Self. The Holy Spirit, being pure love, must wait to 

intervene until you want the truth in the place of your illusions, otherwise this would be an 

attack on your mind. God will never give you what you are unwilling to have. 

Miracles are the result of a shift in perception 

When you are in fear, you will most likely project your fear into fearful experiences. If you are 

willing to release your fear, and ask for healing of the conditions that brought your fear about, 

then you are creating fertile ground for miracles to occur. Miracles are the result of your shift in 

perception. As your mind shifts from fear back to love and peace, the effect is that “what you 

see” will also shift and heal. Remember that everything you see is the effects of your thoughts. 

As your thoughts are healed, your experiences will also reflect this healing. This is part of the 

natural flow of cause and effect. All healing is of the mind, and as your mind is healed, your life 

experiences will heal accordingly. 

God cannot take your fear away 

It is important to remember that God cannot take your fear away because this would be an 

attack on your mind. If you are praying for God to take your fear away, you are asking for 

something that in truth, is impossible. God will never take anything from you that you still 

value. Once you no longer have an interest in fear, the fear will be gone. You can ask that God  
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help you to heal all of the conditions that have brought your fear about. This is something that 

can and will be done, with your invitation, by your Teacher of Peace. 
 

Here’s an Example: 

Let’s say that as a child, you grew up in a home where there was never enough food and you 

were always hungry. As a result, it would be easy for you to have a fear about running out of 

food as an adult. The Course teaches that “you create what you defend against”, so the 

problem here is that the more you try not to run out of food, the more likely it is that you will 

run out of food. This is not God playing tricks on you, because God is pure love. You create what 

you defend against because you are assigning power to something that has no power. By 

placing your faith in yourself to not run out of food, you are simultaneously withdrawing your 

faith in God; your True Source and Infinite Provider. In this situation, you are denying your True 

Self, your True Identity, your oneness with God, and also your Source and Supply for 

everything. In this scenario, God cannot take away your fear of running out of food, any more 

than you could take away someone else’s fear of something else. You can, however, ask for 

help in what brought your fear about, such that the cause can be identified and released as 

false. 
 

The origin of fear 

The root cause or origin of your fear is always the effect of the misperception that you are 

separate from God. This fear then branches out into many other forms of fear, as we discussed 

in the Mentoring section. By thinking you are separate from God, now the world seems 

dangerous, scary, conflicted, inconsistent, unstable, and the rest. Once again, God cannot take 

your fear away, but can help you to identify and release the conditions, thoughts, and beliefs 

that have brought your fear about. 
 

Kick-start the healing process 

We will be diving much deeper into online video healing sessions in this program, yet for now, it 

is helpful to get things rolling. Let’s begin with this brief exercise: 
 

Think about one area of your life where you are feeling fearful, worried, or anxious. It might 

have to do with money, health, relationships, career, a phobia, an upcoming event, or 

something else. It is helpful to ask yourself a few questions to more quickly identify where the 

conditions of your fear came about. If you actively participate in the healing process, this will 

help to accelerate the healing. (You can write your answers on a separate sheet of paper): 

1. What is your fear about? Is it old or new? 

2. Do you believe this fear or concern can be completely healed? If not, why? 

3. What rating would you give it from 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest? 

4. Where do you feel this fear in your body (i.e., one central place, or all over)? 

5. Does this feeling come and go, or is it there consistently? 
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6. Are there times that the feeling spikes or lowers in intensity? 

7. What is happening around you when the intensity goes up or down? 

8. Do you know of others who have this same experience? 

9. How do you feel when you are feeling this fear (i.e., powerless, vulnerable, scared, etc.)? 

10. When was the first time you ever felt this way before? Go back as far as you need to go. 

11. How many other times in life have you felt this way (make a list)? 

12. Do you remember a time when you did not have this feeling and how old were you? 

13. What was different then compared to now? 

14. How would your life change if this fear were healed? 

15. Do you have any fear about this feeling going away? 

There are many other questions you can ask yourself, but this will definitely get things rolling 

and give you insights into the origin of the fear. Once you have answered these questions for 

yourself, pause and look at the answers and see if any patterns are showing up. Are you noticing 

that certain feelings or experiences happened more than once? Do not judge yourself about this. 

Be aware the you are the dreamer of your dream, and that this is happening from you and not to 

you. Further, it might be happening as a result of a decision that you made when you were very 

young. Most of us don’t realize that we are oftentimes living our lives in fear or defense, based 

on decisions and judgments we made when we were less than 6 years old. 
 

Once you have a sense of what is going on and where it came from, take a moment to listen to 

the Audio in your “More Tools & Resources” section on “Relief for Fear and Phobias”. This audio 

includes an EFT Release Exercise to help you let go of the negative feelings associated with this 

fear. You can also use your EFT Cards, and Prayer and Tapping Videos I provided to release the 

fear. In the Teacher’s Manual in A Course in Miracles, it says, “Healing is accomplished the 

instant the sufferer no longer sees any value in pain.” ACIM TM 5.I.1 Remember that a “value”  

is the same thing as a “reason”. This means that healing is accomplished the instant you no 

longer have a reason for the pain.  
 

Dear God, 

Today, we join together in choosing joy instead of fear or pain. We are willing to look at all the 

reasons or conditions that have brought our fear about, and if we don’t know what those are,  

we are willing to have you show them to us. We are glad to look on them together and let them 

go. We have no interest in fear or pain. We want the happiness, peace, and abundance, that is 

Your Will for us. We are glad to loosen the fear from our minds, along with the origin being the 

false idea of separation. We declare with gratitude, that we are Your Holy Child and we are one 

with You. There is no power outside of us that can alter, harm, threaten, or delay. We want the 

truth instead of this. Thank You, Holy Spirit, for healing our mind of all misperceptions, and for 

accomplishing this healing on our behalf. Thy will be done. Amen  


